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Appendices 
 
The Appendices present the usage of the utility programs developed for the purpose of 

the subarea focusing study in TRANSIMS. The running method of the program in a 

command line is shown first, followed by the explanation of its inputs and outputs with 

examples illustrating their formats. 
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Appendix-A: Usage of EventFilter Utility Program 
 
EventFilter [-l <eventLinksFile>] [-s StartTime] [-e EndTime] [-o OutFile] <Event.trv> 
 
where: 
 l = specify subarea links file; 
 o = write filtered vehicle count summary output to OutFile; 
 s = filters out event happened before StartTime in seconds from midnight 
(optional); 
 e = filters out event happened after EndTime in seconds from midnight (optional); 
 
Arguments that do Not start with "-" are assumed to be input traveler event file; 
 

• <eventLinksFile> format: a column of link ids 
example:  

1504 
1505 
1506 
 

• <Event.trv> format: TRANSIMS simulation traveler event output 
 
The Traffic Microsimulator outputs traveler event records each time an event of interest 
to the analyst takes place. The following table provides a list of events that may be of 
interest; these are specified in the STATUS and ANOMALY output fields. The other fields 
describe the traveler’s state at the time the event took place. 
 
Field Description 
TIME The current time (seconds from midnight). 
TRAVELER The traveler ID. 
TRIP The traveler’s trip ID. 
LEG The traveler’s plan leg ID. 
VEHICLE The vehicle ID; value = 0 if not in a vehicle. 
VEHTYPE The vehicle type: 

  0 = walk 
  1 = auto 
  2 = truck 
  3 = bicycle 
  4 = taxi 
  5 = bus 
  6 = trolley 
  7 = streetcar 
  8 = light rail 
  9 = rapid rail 
10 = regional rail 

VSUBTYPE The vehicle subtype may be unused; value = 0 if not applicable. 
ROUTE The transit route ID; value = -1 if not in a transit vehicle. 
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Field Description 
STOPS The count of number of stop signs encountered on current plan leg. 
YIELDS The count of number of yield signs encountered on current plan leg. 
SIGNALS The number of traffic signals encountered on current plan leg. 
TURN The type of last turn made: 

  0 = straight direction (no turn) 
  1 = right turn 
 -1 = left turn 
  2 = hard right turn 
 -2 = hard left turn 
  values 3 to 6 represent increasingly more extreme right turns 
  values –3 to –6 represent increasingly more extreme left turns 
  -7 = reverse direction (U-turn) 

STOPPED The time (seconds) spent stopped on current plan leg. 
ACCELS The time (seconds) spent accelerating from 0 on current plan leg. 
TIMESUM The total time (seconds) spent on current plan leg. 
DISTANCESUM The total distance (meters) traveled on current plan leg (see accompanying 

text for more information). 
USER The analyst-defined field: any integer value is acceptable; definition may 

vary with each case study. 
LINK The link ID when traveler is on a link or previous link when traveler is in 

an intersection. 
NODE The node ID traveler is traveling away from on a link or node traveler is in 

an intersection.  
ANOMALY The type of anomaly: 

    0 = no anomaly occurred 
    1 = traveler is off plan 
    2 = traveler cannot find next link in plan 
    3 = traveler cannot find next parking place in  
     plan 
    4 = traveler cannot find next vehicle in plan 
    5 = traveler cannot find next transit stop in plan 
    6 = traveler cannot board full transit vehicle 
    7 = driver of transit vehicle skipped stop that  
     had passengers waiting to board 
    8 = driver of vehicle cannot change lanes because 
     of congestion 
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Field Description 
STATUS The traveler’s current status bits: (see accompanying text for a detailed 

explanation of status bit interpretation). 
 
    0x1 = traveler is on a link (persistent) 
    0x2 = change in traveler’s on-link status 
    0x4 = traveler is on a leg (persistent) 
    0x8 = change in traveler’s on-leg status 
 
    0x10 = change in traveler’s on-trip status 
    0x20 = traveler is non-motorized, i.e., walking, bicycling (persistent) 
    0x40 = traveler is not in the study area (persistent) 
    0x80 = change in traveler’s in-study area status 
 
    0x100 = traveler is in a vehicle (persistent) 
    0x200 = change in traveler’s vehicle occupancy status 
    0x400 = traveler is the driver (persistent) 
    0x800 = change in traveler’s driver status 
 
    0x1000 = traveler is waiting at some location (persistent) 
    0x2000 = change in traveler’s waiting status 
    0x4000 = location is a parking place (persistent) 
    0x8000 = location is a transit stop (persistent) 
 
    0x10000 = driver of transit vehicle is at a transit stop (persistent) 
    0x20000 = change in driver’s transit vehicle at stop status 
    0x40000 = driver of transit vehicle is on a layover (persistent) 
    0x80000 = change in driver’s transit vehicle on layover status 
    0x100000 = driver’s transit vehicle is full (persistent) 
    0x200000 = change in driver’s transit vehicle full status 
    0x400000 = traveler is off plan (persistent) 
    0x800000 = change in traveler’s off-plan status 
 
    0x1000000 = beginning of simulation 
    0x2000000 = end of simulation 
    0x4000000 = location is an activity location (persistent) 
    0x8000000 = undefined 
 
    0x10000000 = undefined 
    0x20000000 = undefined 
    0x40000000 = undefined 
    0x80000000 = undefined 
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Field Description 
LOCATION The traveler’s location: parking place ID, transit stop ID, or activity 

location ID, depending on the event as defined as follows: 
 
EVENT LOCATION value 
  Begin/End plan leg   parking place ID or transit stop ID 
  Begin/End trip   parking place ID or transit stop ID 
  Enter/Exit vehicle   parking place ID or transit stop ID 
  Begin/End driving   parking place ID or transit stop ID 
  Waiting for transit   transit stop ID 
  Waiting at parking   parking place ID 
  Begin/End activity   activity location ID 
  Transit vehicle at stop   transit stop ID 
  Transit vehicle on layover   transit stop ID 
  Transit vehicle full   transit stop ID 
  Can’t find parking   parking place ID 
  Can’t find vehicle   parking place ID 
  Can’t find transit stop   transit stop ID 
  Can’t board transit   transit stop ID 
  Skipped transit stop   transit stop ID 
   
When the traveler is on a link or in an intersection, the LOCATION field is 
zero.  
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Appendix-B: Usage of ActivityFilter Utility Program 
ActivityFilter [-l <SubAreaLinks>] [-a <ActivityLocationFile>] [-o OutFile] 
<ActivityFile>* 
 
where: 

l = specify sub_area links file; 
 a = TRANSIMS network activity_location file; 
 o = place filtered output in OutFile, default is STANDOUT; 
 
Arguments that do Not start with "-" are assumed to be input activity files; Multiple 
activity files can be taken as input, for example: <activities.pop>, <activities.itinerants> 
etc. 
 

• <SubAreaLinks> file format: a column of link ids 
example:  

1504 
1505 
1506 

• <ActivityLocationFile> file format: TRANSIMS network file 
 
Column Name Description Allowed Values 
ID The ID number of the activity location. integer:  1 through 

2,147,483,647 
NODE The ID number of the node toward which 

vehicles are traveling (the location is taken 
to be on the right side of the street when 
headed this direction). 

integer: 1 through 2,147,483,647 

LINK The ID number of the link on which the 
activity location lies. 

integer:  1 through 
2,147,483,647 

OFFSET The location of the entrance from the link to 
the activity location, which is measured (in 
meters) from NODE. 

non-negative floating-point 
number 

LAYER The modal “layer” on which the activity 
location resides. 

character string:  
  AUTO 
  BUS 
  LIGHTRAIL 
  WALK 

EASTING The x-coordinate of the activity location (in 
meters, UTM grid system). 

floating-point number 

NORTHING The y-coordinate of the activity location (in 
meters, UTM grid system). 

floating-point number 

ELEVATION The z-coordinate of the activity location (in 
meters, UTM grid system). 

floating-point number 

optional 
field 1 

The first optional field related to land use. floating-point number 

optional 
field 2 

The second optional field related to land 
use. 

floating-point number 
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Column Name Description Allowed Values 
optional 
field n 

The nth optional field related to land use. floating-point number 

NOTES A character string used for data quality 
annotations; free format (may be blank). 

255 characters 

 
• <ActivityFile> file: TRANSIMS ActivityGenerator or ActTripGen output 

 
Field Description Allowed Values 
Household ID Each household has a unique household 

ID. Each Group Quarters is given one 
household ID. These numbers are 
assigned in the population file. 

integer 

PersonID Each person is given a unique ID in the 
population file. 

integer 

ActivityID Each activity in the household has a 
unique ID. 

integer >0 

Activity Type The definition of activity types may vary. 
Meaning of the integer value must be 
specified for each activity set. 
 

integer: 0 through 
n: 
Example: 
  0 = Home 
  1 = Work 
  2 = Shop 
  3 = Visit 
  4 = Social/Rec 
  5 = Other 
  6 = Serve 
Passenger 
  7 = School 
  8 = College 

Activity Priority Priority that indicates the importance of 
the activity. Higher values mean that the 
activity may be skipped. Lower values 
mean that the activity must be done. 

integer:  0 – 9 

Starting Time Lower 
Bound 

Earliest time the activity can start. decimal 
Starting Time Upper 
Bound 

Latest time an activity can start. decimal 
Preferred Starting Time 
a parameter 

The time the Route Planner will use as 
the best guess for the starting time. If this 
number is –1, the average of the upper 
and lower bounds is used. 

decimal 

Preferred Starting Time 
b parameter 

The time the Route Planner will use as 
the best guess for the starting time. If this 
number is –1, the average of the upper 
and lower bounds is used. 

decimal 

Ending Time Lower Bound The earliest time the activity can end. decimal 
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Field Description Allowed Values 
Ending Time Upper Bound The latest time the activity can end. decimal 
Preferred Ending Time a 
parameter 

The time the Route Planner will use as 
the best guess for the activity ending 
time. If this number is –1, the average of 
the lower and upper bounds is used. 

decimal 

Preferred Ending Time b 
parameter 

The time the Route Planner will use as 
the best guess for the activity ending 
time. If this number is –1, the average of 
the lower and upper bounds is used. 

decimal 

Duration Lower Bound The shortest length of the activity. decimal 
Duration Upper Bound The longest length of the activity. decimal 
Duration a parameter The Route Planner will use this time as 

the best guess of the activity duration. If 
this number is –1, the average of the 
upper and lower bound is used. 

decimal 

Duration b parameter The Route Planner will use this time as 
the best guess of the activity duration. If 
this number is –1, the average of the 
upper and lower bound is used. 

decimal 

Mode Preference for 
Arriving at the 
Activity 

This number represents a grammar string 
that defines the mode preference to the 
Route Planner (wcw, wtw, …). The 
correspondence between integer values 
and possible grammar strings is contained 
in an external file.  

integer 

Vehicle ID The vehicle ID for all activities with a 
mode preference of private auto, either 
as driver or as passenger. This field 
should be set to –1 for all other modes. 

integer 

Number of Possible 
Locations for Activity 

The number of possible locations in the 
List of Locations field if value is 1 or 
greater. The value 0 is not allowed. If this 
field is –1, the single value in the List of 
Locations field is an index into a group 
of activities. 

-1, integer ≥ 1 

List of Activity 
Locations 

If the Number of Possible Locations 
field is 1 or greater, this field contains a 
list of activity location IDs where an 
activity may take place. If the Number of 
Possible Locations field is –1, this field 
contains a number that is an index into a 
group of activities. 

integer [integer] 
… 
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Field Description Allowed Values 
Number of Other 
Participants in the 
Activity 

The number of others in the population 
who might participate and use the same 
transportation (e.g., the same car). The 
number is 0 if the person is to travel 
alone to the activity. 

integer 

List of Other 
Participants 

The person IDs of participants using the 
same transportation. This field should be 
present only when the value of the Number 
of Other Participants field is > 0. The 
first entry in this list is always the person 
ID of the driver. For passengers, the 
driver ID is the only entry in this list. For 
drivers, the person IDs of the passengers 
are appended to the first entry in the list, 
the driver ID. 

[integer] [integer] 
… 

Activity Time Priority A priority assigned to the activity that 
indicates whether start time, end time, 
and/or duration of the activity may be 
changed by the other modules such as the 
Route Planner. 
 
Allowed Values: 
  0 = start, stop, and duration of activity 
may change. 
  1 = activity must start at the specified 
start time. 
  2 = activity must stop at the specified 
end time. 
  3 = activity must start and end at the 
specified times. 
  4 = duration of the activity must not be 
changed. 
  5 = activity must start at the specified 
start time and last for the specified 
duration. 
  6 = activity must last for the specified 
duration and stop at the specified end 
time. 
  7 = activity must start and stop at the 
specified times and last for the specified 
duration. 

integer: 0 – 7 
(see value 
definitions in box 
at the left) 
 

Notes The character string used for annotations; 
free format (may be blank). 

255 characters 
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Appendix-C: Usage of TranNet2Corsim Utility Program 
TranNet2Corsim [-c <TRANSIMS Config>] [-o <CORSIM trf>] [-s <One-hour 
Summary.tim] [-l <subAreaLinks>] [-n <subAreaInnodes>]  
[-b <subAreaBoundaryVolume>] [-v <15-minSubAreaInternalVolume>]  
[-e <subAreaEvacuationSourceVolume>]  
 
where: 
 c = TRANSIMS config file; (required) 
 o = CORSIM output trf file; (required) 
 s = TRANSIMS Simulation One-hour Summary.tim file; (optional) 
 b = One-hour subarea bounday volume file; (optional) 
 v = 15-minutes subarea internal volume file; (optional) 
 e = Subarea evacuation source volume file; (optional) 
 l = TRANSIMS sub_area links file; (optional) 
 n = TRANSIMS sub-area in_nodes file; (optional, should use with "-l" option) 
 

• <subAreaLinks> file format: a column of link ids 
example: 

1504 
1505 
1506 

• <subAreaInnodes> file format: a column of node ids 
example: 

3271 
3270 
3249 
 
 

• <subAreaBoundaryVolume> file: output of EventFilter utility program 
example: 
 
LINK FNODE TIME COUNT TRUCK CARPOOL
20022 20022 64800 1245 17 76 
20022 20022 68400 852 10 34 

 
• <15-minSubAreaInternalVolume > file: output of ActivityFilter utility program 

example: 
 

LINK TNODE TIME COUNT 
3420 3271 47700 15 
3420 3271 48600 19 

 
• < subAreaEvacuationSourceVolume > file: output of GenEvacTrips utility 

program 
example: 
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LINK TNODE TIME COUNT 
3169 3147 0 9 
3169 3147 5 16 
3169 3147 10 6 

 
• <One-hourSummary.tim> file: TRANSIMS simulation summary output 

The volume (COUNT) by time, link, lane and turn are used to aggregate to calculate the 
downstream node turn percentage for the incoming link which is required by CORSIM 
Record Type 21. 
 
Field Interpretation 
LINK The link ID being reported. 
NODE The node ID from which the vehicles were traveling away. 
TIME The current time (seconds from midnight). 
COUNT The number of vehicles leaving the link. 
SUM The sum of the vehicle travel times (in seconds) for vehicles leaving the 

link. (The time spent in the previous intersection is included in this value.) 
SUMSQUARES The sum of the vehicle travel time squares (in seconds squared) for vehicles 

leaving the link. (The time spent in the previous intersection is included in 
this value.) 

TURN The type of turn the vehicle made when leaving the link: 
0 = straight direction (no turn) 
  1 = right turn 
 -1 = left turn 
  2 = hard right turn 
 -2 = hard left turn 
  values 3 to 6 represent increasingly more extreme right turns 
  values –3 to –6 represent increasingly more extreme left turns 
  -7 = reverse direction (U-turn) 

LANE The lane number. 
VCOUNT The number of vehicles on the link. 
VSUM The sum of vehicle velocities (in meters per second) on the link. 
VSUMSQUARES The sum of the squares of the vehicle velocities (in meters squared per 

second squared). 
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Appendix-D: Usage of GenEvacTrips Utility Program 
genEvacTrips [-t <EvacStartTime] [-l <SubAreaLinks>] [-n <SubAreaInnodes] [-a 
<ActivityLocation>] [-o OutFile] <ActivityFile>* 
 
where: 
 t = evacuation start time (in hours); 
 l = specify sub_area links file; 
 n = specity sub_area innodes file; 
 a = TRANSIMS network activity_location file; 
 o = use OutFile as the prefix for time-table and trip-table 
 
Arguments that do Not start with "-" are assumed to be input activity files; Multiple 
activity files can be taken as input, for example: <activities.pop>, <activities.itinerants> 
etc. 
 
The formats of <SubAreaLinks> file, <subAreaInnodes> file, <ActivityLocation> file 
and <ActivityFile> have been presented in Appendix-B and Appendix-C. 
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Appendix-E: Usage of getCorsimPathVeh Utility Program 
getCorsimPathVeh [-p <PlanFile>] [-v <VehFile] [-o OutFile] 
where: 
 p = specify TRANSIMS plan file; 
 o = use OutFile as the prefix for path-file and veh-file 
 
The formats of output path file and vehicle file have been presented in Chapter 5.  
 

• <PlanFile> file format: TRANSIMS Route Planner output 
 
Column Name Description Allowed Values 
Traveler (Person) ID Each person is given a unique ID in the 

population file. 
integer 

User Field Available to the user to set as desired. Its value 
is not used internally by the Traffic 
Microsimulator, but is passed to the output 
system for use in filtering. 

integer 

Trip ID Numbers the trips for the traveler sequentially 
from 1. The trip ID is not used by the Traffic 
Microsimulator. 

unsigned 16-bit 
integer 

Leg ID Numbers the legs within a trip sequentially from 
1. 

integer 

Activation Time The earliest time the simulation needs to worry 
about this leg. It is generally the starting time 
(estimated by the Route Planner) for a leg. For a 
transit leg, however, it represents the arrival 
time of the passenger at the transit stop, rather 
than the arrival time of the transit vehicle. 

integer: seconds 
since midnight 

Start Accessory ID Denotes the network accessory ID of the 
starting location for this leg. 

unsigned long 
integer 

Start Accessory Type Denotes the type of accessory of the 
corresponding location. It is necessary because 
the IDs are not globally unique over accessories. 
It should be one of: 
  1) activity location 
  2) parking 
  3) transit stop 
as defined in TNetAccessory::EType of 
NET/Accessory.h. 

integer 
enumeration 

End Accessory ID As above, except it is for the destination rather 
than the starting accessory. 

unsigned long, 
integer 

End Accessory Type As above, except it is for the destination rather 
than the starting accessory. 

unsigned long, 
integer 
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Column Name Description Allowed Values 
Duration In conjunction with Stop Time and Max 

Time Flag, specifies how long this leg is 
expected to take. 

integer: seconds 

Stop Time In conjunction with Stop Time and Max 
Time Flag, specifies an absolute ending time 
for this leg. 

integer: seconds 
since midnight 

Max Time Flag If true, the end of this activity is best estimated 
as 
   max(start time + duration; stop_time).   
Otherwise, use the minimum instead. In the 
simulation, the actual start time is used, rather 
than the estimated activation time. 

boolean 

Cost Monetary cost of the trip, in cents. integer 
GCF Generalized Cost Function. This is the value that 

the Route Planner attempts to minimize when 
planning travelers. Currently the same as 
duration. 

integer 

Driver Flag True, if the traveler is driving a vehicle on this 
leg. 

boolean 

Mode Mode of travel. This, together with the driver 
flag, determines the interpretation of the mode-
dependent data following the header.  Currently, 
it must be one of: 
   0 - car 
   1 - transit 
   2 - pedestrian 
   3 - bicycle 
   4 - non-transportation activity 
   5 - not assigned 
   6 - magic move 
as defined in the TPlan::ETravelMode 
enum of PLAN/Plan.h. 

integer, 
enumeration 

Number of Tokens Number of white-space-separated tokens in the 
mode-dependent data block (not including this 
field itself).  

integer 

Mode-dependent data Description  Allowed Values 
Vehicle ID Each vehicle (with its ID) available in the 

simulation is listed in the vehicle database. 
integer 

Number of Passengers The number of passengers, not including the 
driver, on this leg. 

integer 

List of Node IDs The nodes (in order) through which the driver’s 
route will pass. 

integer 

List of Passenger IDs The traveler ID of each passenger to be carried 
on this leg. 

integer 
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